
How does Citrix optimisation for Teams work?
With Citrix optimisation, the processing is offloaded from the server to the client, therefore boosting 
performance significantly.
This gives the user improved interactivity and session responsiveness, as well as a better quality of 
call, wherever they are. 
And by moving the heavy lifting from the datacentre to the endpoints, Citrix Teams optimisation can help 
reduce compute costs considerably while allowing increased scalability within your Citrix environment.

How do I enable Citrix Teams optimisation for my business?
HDX optimisation for Microsoft Teams is fully native to Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops. And the Citrix 
Workspace app also has a built-in multi-platform HDX Media Engine that ensures optimised device 
and media handling, with audio, video, and screen sharing offloaded to the user’s device.
If you already have Citrix deployed within your environment, we can help you optimise your Teams 
regardless of whether your data is held on-premises or in the cloud.
If you are not currently using Citrix, our experts can advise you on the most suitable solution for your 
business. 

Citrix Optimisation for Microsoft Teams

The challenge
Audio and visual quality is key for allowing users to collaborate 
well through Teams. However, dealing with such intensive files 
can affect voice and video quality as well as responsiveness while 
screen sharing.

The solution
Citrix Teams optimisation gives your employees a solution that 
helps them be more productive. And your IT team will also get the 
added benefit of centralised management and control. 
Moreover, because information such as data and chat logs stay in 
a cloud environment and are not stored on native devices, you’re 
ensuring better control over sensitive information.



Contact the Evros team to learn more about Citrix Optimisation for Microsoft Teams.
+353 (0)1 439 6803 - sales@evros.ie - www.evros.ie

Unlock the full of potential of Citrix with 
Evros today 
As a Citrix Partner and Gold Solution Advisor, we 
have the product-specific technical expertise to 
provide you with a secure digital solution, so you 
can manage your environment, no matter how 
large or complex.

We have worked hard to become a Citrix 
Gold Solution Advisor partner so your 
environment has the most comprehensive 
and secure digital solution that unifies 
apps, data and services, and simplifies the 
adoption and management of complex cloud 
environments.

Why choose Evros?
• Extensive experience deploying and managing 

traditional Citrix virtual Applications and 
Desktops across a wide range of customer 
verticals

• We’re highly experienced in delivering Citrix 
Networking with NetScaler technology

• We provide a full range of Citrix Cloud and 
CSP licencing services

• Citrix Desktop as a Service can be delivered 
through our Cloud Service Provider Digital 
Planet, or in Azure

• We offer true 24×7x365 support via our 
offices in Ireland and New Zealand.

Our Partnership with 
Citrix  

With flexible working as the future, Teams is integral 
to enabling collaborative working going forwards. 
And if your business is using Teams inside a Citrix 
environment, it’s important to ensure that it is 
optimised to reduce CPU requirements as well as 
improve the user experience. In this video, Evros 
Citrix Consultant, Anthony Green, demonstrates 
the benefits of Teams optimisation within Citrix.

Get in touch
To find out more, simply get in touch. Or head 
over to our partner page to discover more about 
our work with Citrix technologies. 

https://www.evros.ie/citrix-partners-ireland/
https://www.evros.ie/blog/virtual-apps-and-desktops-1912-ltsr-release-review/#video

